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Director's Message

2017 was an important year for ACbit as it

marked the end of a three-year-long

project to strengthen victims and survivors

of gender-based violence, including sexual

violence, to enable them to access social

services and diminish stigmatization and

discrimination so they can advocate for

themselves and take decision-making

affecting them, their families and their

communities, into their own hands. 

From 2015 onwards ACbit has been trying

to deepen its knowledge on the

conditions of victims and survivors through

participatory action research as well as to

bring the women together from all 13

municipalities. In total 161  participated in

the activities including survivors from the

past conflict and victims of domestic

abuse. The process of identifying their

problems while trying to find solutions to

them further strengthened ACbit’s

commitment to focus on confidence-

building, learning exchanges as well as

advocacy for basic rights and justice. Even

more important are the women who are

able to organize and lead their peers, such

is the case with the women in Bibileo,

Vikeke. The groups Memória Furak in

Ermera, Nai Moris Isa and the women of

Mauchiga can also organize their own

activities, such as regular meetings,

trainings and commemoration events.

With growing courage and increasing

access to information the women are

more content and feel as if they were

given a second chance after being

forgotten, abandoned and blamed for so

long. 
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A survivor from Baucau shared her thoughts after

participating in some trauma healing activities:  

“I used to think about what happened to me so

much it gave me headaches. Today I feel better

because I can talk to women who have had

experiences similar to mine.” The best medicine

for these women is not the one a doctor can

prescribe for them, but to have a space where

they can come together, talk freely and be

listened to. Sometimes this is enough to heal

their wounds. Many of the women experience a

change in their circumstances because the

support they have received helps them to make

ends meet. During the past three years more

than 50% of these women were able to access

some form of support that contributed to an

improvement in their lives.  

This success would not have been possible

without the dedication and hard work from

ACbit’s staff. The results of this past year were

preceded by five years of groundwork and

preparations. There is still room for

improvement, the capacity of some of the staff

members can be increased further so that they

are even better equipped to assist the women

survivors, whose smiling faces are the relief for

all their exhaustion. In obtaining their rights the

struggle still continues and the women still

need all the support they can get, not just from

ACbit, but from other organizations as well as

from the government. These women used to be

strong and were part of the change in society,

now it is time for them to be part of this change

again. They can do it. 

- Maria Manuela Leong Pereira 
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ACbit has been promoting the recommendation of the CAVR commission since 2010 with

the slogan Chega! ba ita (Chega! for us). This slogan represents our conviction that the people

of Timor-Leste have had enough of conflict and injustice, thus the recommendations of the

truth commission have to be implemented to ensure that these atrocities never happen

again. The words Chega! for us also emphasizes our belief that this report has been written

based on the experiences of the people, for the people. This report cannot simply be shelved

and forgotten, but has to be considered as a living document to be re-read, debated and re-

interpreted for years to come. 

ACbit’s vision

ACbit’s main objective is to promote the values and principles enshrined in the Chega! Report

including human rights, justice and reconciliation. We are committed to bringing lessons from

the past to guide our decisions and choices as individuals as well as a society working towards

the fulfilment of a promise for a better future. 

Programme priorities: 

- Conducting innovative research

using participatory tools 

- Advocacy and community

organising around the

recommendations of 

the CAVR report 

- Education and facilitation of the

inclusion of the Chega!

recommendations in  

policy-making and the school

curriculum 

- Support victims’ groups and

connect them with social and

health services 

A woman survivor participating in a

workshop on gender-based  

violence in Delta Nova, Dili.  

Photo: Focus Media 
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Following the work of the CAVR commission

between 2002 and 2005 attention was directed

at the people who disappeared during the civil

war and the subsequent Indonesian occupation

from 1974 to 1999. The issue of Stolen Children is

of particular significance and brings attention to

the responsibility of the two states of Indonesia

and Timor-Leste in bringing back these people

who were taken away during the conflict and

have long been separated from their families

and lost all means of communication with

them, sometimes for decades. Between 1975

and 1999 children below the age of 18 suffered

various forms of human rights violations from

the Indonesian military and police forces. They

have been deprived of their freedom and could

not enjoy life like other children of their age.  

1. A group photo with the

family of a stolen child in

Atsabe, Ermera, 2017 

2.A member of ACbit’s staff

talking to the mother of a

stolen child. 

Photos by Ana de V. Soares 

Searching for the families 
of Stolen Children
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For almost ten years ACbit, AJAR and their partners have

been campaigning for the implementation of the

recommendations of the CAVR commission. According

to conclusions of the commission published in the

Chega! report approximately 4,500 children were forcibly

separated from their parents during the Indonesian

occupation. Some of them were taken by the military or

the police to serve as TBOs (Tenaga Bantuan Operasi),

under-aged helpers of the military forces. Their

recruitment could not by any means be considered legal.

Both states have made efforts to establish a Truth and

Friendship Commission (CVA) which stated the necessity

for looking for the disappeared and presented to the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs and other key ministries of the

two countries to determine the actions to be taken and

the CVA recommendations to be considered regarding

the topic of Stolen Children, including signing an MoU

between the Ombudsman for Human Rights and Justice

of Timor-Leste (PDHJ) and the National Human Rights

Commission of Indonesia (Komnas HAM). 

As a result of a joint effort from civil society organizations

of the two countries like Asia Justice and Rights, IKOHI,

Kontras, ACbit, Alola Foundation, HAK Association,

Timorese Red Cross and ICRC and supported by state

institutions such as the PDHJ, Komnas HAM, the Ministry

of Foreign Affairs from both countries, the Ministry of

Internal Affairs and the Ministry of Social Solidarity from

Timor-Leste, many Stolen Children could come back to

the country to be reunited with their families and visit the

places where they used to live. 

Coordinated by AJAR, the members of this working

group in Indonesia are looking for the Stolen Children

themselves, while ACbit, together with other Timorese

partners is searching for their families. After identifying

them and coordinating with the local authorities, the

families participate in a workshop that prepares them for

the reunion with their children. Until now the working

group has found more than a hundred children and

organized reunions for approximately 50 of them. In 2017,

16 people, three women and 13 men participated in the

reunion that took place in November. 

ACbit staff working closely with survivors to search for

the families of Stolen Children in Atsabe, Ermera 

Photo by Ana de V. Soares 
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The results of ACbit’s research conducted between 2015 and 2016 with 161 women survivors

of violence as well as victims of domestic abuse have shown that these women still live

among dire circumstances and are discriminated by their own communities. It has also

become clear, that although they have skills and creativity, they often lack the space to

practice or develop them. These centres provide space for the women to come together,

share their experiences, soothe their pain in regards to the past and motivate them to

change their lives both via livelihood activities and confidence-building.

In 2017 ACbit worked together with the Blue Mountains group, women survivors and

members of the community to renovate the community centre that had been damaged

by a storm. The village head also made his contributions. The usual activities conducted in

the centres involve regular meetings, tais weaving, sewing, embroidering, processing

coffee and traditional medicine, baking and renting services. In addition the groups often

rent out the centres for others to use for meetings and trainings for a small amount of

money or direct support to the groups themselves.  

The women often feel alone and lack courage to speak out about what they are feeling and

what happened to them in the past. To provide a safe space, ACbit has so far established 8

centres in 6 municipalities: for the groups Nae Mori Isa and Memória Furak in Ermera, for

the group Habelun Hamaluk Feto Maluk in Vikeke, for Feto Maluk Haki’ak Malu in Lautém,

for Sagrada Família and Nove Nove in Bobonaro, for the Tumin group in Oecussi and the

women survivors of Mauchiga in Ainaro. The groups have 84 members (79 women and 5

men).

Group centres for livelihood activities
   8  

Women building a group centre for victims and survivors in Poetete, Ermera.  

Photo by Sancho da Costa Fernandes 



Memória Furak group (founded in 2015) 

The twelve members of the group in Poetete,

Ermera weave tais, sew clothes, make coffee

powder, snacks and sell betel. 

Habelun Hamaluk Feto Maluk group (2015) 

The group has 20 members who weave tais,

sew, make baskets, breed animals (chicken,

pigs and goats), sell cakes and snacks in

Bibileo, Vikeke. 
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Here a few specific examples of group activities conducted in the centres:

The Tumin group was established in 2012

by the International Centre for Transitional

Justice and is being supported by ACbit

since 2013. Its seven members in Oesilo,

Oekusi sew and weave tais. 

Sagrada Família group (2015) 

The twelve members of this group weave

tais and sew in Atabae, Bobonaro. 

Building a centre for survivors in Bibileo, Vikeke 

Photo by Fernando Rasul Soares 



Remembering the  
victims of the past
The CAVR commission has documented a

number of massacres and mass violations

targeting the civilian population during the

occupation. Despite having a major impact on

the individual communities, these events rarely

become part of the official conflict story and

are rarely commemorated, depriving the

victims of recognition for their sacrifices.  

Based on previous experiences of working

together with the commission as well as ICTJ,

ACbit continues to promote stories from the

past to serve as lessons for the whole nation

and helps people to refrain from the use of

violence and stop discrimination as well as

other forms of violations affecting the women

and other marginalized groups in Timor-Leste. 

On some occasions, the establishment of

groups mentioned earlier is linked to the mass

violations committed in a certain place.

Consequently the survivors themselves and the

National Victims’ Association are heavily

involved in commemorating these events as

well as educating the public about them. 

Commemoration of the Black September

massacre in Suai, 2017.  

Photo by Silverio B. S. Andrade da Silva 
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On the 6th of April in Liquisa ACbit

commemorated the massacre in the São João

de Brito Church. Approximately 500 people

gathered to participate in the commemorative

mass and listen to the testimony of Jose Never

Serão who witnessed the massacre in 1999.

ACbit also facilitated a talk show with the

members of the National Victims’ Association

and their families on TV Edukasaun as well as a

radio show entitled “Commemorating the

Liquisa Massacre – Preserving history and

memory in the fight for victims’ rights. ACbit also

organized a Chega! Mobile exhibition for the

students of the São João de Brito School in the

churchyard.  

On the 6th of September ACbit together with

the members of the Mate Restu group

commemorated the massacre in Suai’s Ave

Maria Church with reflections and a mass, a

radio show on the local radio Cova Taroman Suai

and placing of flowers on the Black September

Monument (Monumentu Setembru Negro). The

events attracted around 2000 participants

including students, members of the government

and civil society, the police and the military.  

. 

Two days later, on the 8th of September another

commemorative event took place in Bobonaro,

facilitated by ACbit, NVA and the Nove Nove group.

The activities lasted two days and followed a similar

agenda with mass and the placing of flowers at

various sites where atrocities occurred, such as the

Mulau Monument, Polres Maliana and the beach of

Batugade in the presence of the local authorities,

Maliana community members and victims/survivors. 

On the 7th of December ACbit joined the Centro

Nacional Chega! and other civil society organization

like AJAR, NVA and HAK Association to

commemorate the day of the Indonesian invasion

in the port of Dili. Aligned with other activities ACbit

created an opportunity for victims and survivors

from all over the country to listen to the words of

CNC’s director as well as former Prime Minister Dr.

Rui Maria de Araújo. Atay Moniz represented the

members of the Victims’ Association drawing

attention to suffering of the victims and their

contributions to the independence fight.  

Page   9  

Survivors commemorate the 7th of December 1975

in the port of Dili Photo by Focus Media 
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In 2017 ACbit’s sister organization AJAR, PDHJ and Dili Film Works created the

Laloran Justisa (Waves of Justice) TV series, financed by the European Union. The TV

series are a form of edutainment aiming at educating the public and the younger

generation on human rights violations still occurring in their communities in a form

that is able to engage audiences. The episodes cover a wide range of topics

including those constituting the core of AJAR’s and ACbit’s work like the Stolen

Children, violence against women as well as corruption, fair elections and minority

rights. Some members of ACbit’s staff even starred in the series.  

Following the national premier of series in Timor Plaza on the 18th of August,

ACbit, in collaboration with Cinema Lorosa’e, was given the task of bringing the

TV series to the communities and school of all 13 municipalities. In the course of

four months (from August to November 2017) ACbit also facilitated essay writing

and poster competitions to deepen the students’ knowledge on human rights

and to measure what they had learned from the series. The competitions

concluded with a jury consisting of members of AJAR, PDHJ and ACbit rewarding

the best works. 

In each municipalities at least 200 people attended the public screenings, while

according to the list of participants 991 students have seen episodes of the TV

series (567 girls and 424 boys). 378 of them took part in one of the competitions

out of which six were awarded with prizes for the best essays and posters. 

Mobile screening Laloran Justisa (Waves of Justice)
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Students in Oecussi watching an episode of Laloran Justisa. Photo by Nelson Roldão Xavier 



In 2017 ACbit has facilitated eight Chega!

Visits and two Chega! Mobile exhibitions,

one in Liquisa during the commemoration

of the Liquisa Church massacre, and once in

Dili for the Popular Consultation Day and

International Day of the Disappeared (30th

of August). A total of 313 people (164 women

and 149 men) visited the Chega! exhibition

through the ACbit’s activities, coming from

three universities and seven high schools.

Due to the necessity of public education

and the positive feedback from the students

ACbit is planning on continuing these

activities in the future. As one student put it:

Chega Mobile! And Chega! Visit

Although more than ten years have passed

since its publication, still many Timorese people

don’t know about the Chega! Report and the

work of the CAVR commission. In order to

increase the knowledge of the younger

generations and the communities in general

about this often neglected (as it does not focus

on the heroic acts of men) period of Timorese

history, ACbit organizes Chega! Mobile activities

as well as visits to the Chega! exhibition at the

former Balide prison (Chega! Visit). 

Chega! Mobile, as its name suggests, is a small

exhibition that ACbit staff brings to target

municipalities, where the students, being far

away from Dili do not have the opportunity to

visit the actual exhibition in the Balide prison.

Chega! Visits target university and high school

students living in Dili. The primary objective of

these visits is to serve as lessons for the young

generations so they can refrain from resorting

to violence, avoid repeating the mistakes of the

past and build a more peaceful future.  

“This is an important part of our

history. It is a lesson for us

students, but it also has to

spread to the municipalities

especially those areas that not

yet have access to this part of

our history.”
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Students from the Unital visit the former Balide prison

(today CNC) Photo by Sancho da Costa Fernandes 



Pirilampu (Firefly)

In order to celebrate the contribution of women

to the independence struggle, spread the stories

of these women to the community, support the

16 days of activism against gender-based

violence initiative and conclude a three-year-

long project with the UN Trust Fund to End

Violence Against Women that focused on the

connections between past violations committed

against women during the conflict and current

prevelance of domestic abuse, ACbit organized a

series of events and invited women survivors

from all over the country. 

ACbit chose the 7th of December, Heroes Day (by

the time of writing already renamed Memorial

Day) to demonstrate that it wasn’t only men who

were courageous enough and fought for change

in this country. Organized together with parters

such as AJAR, NVA and CNC these events

included the launching of new publications, a

meeting and workshop with women survivors

from all 13 municipalities, a national seminar

about the establishment of a trust fund for

victim from the past and a play performed by

women survivors themselves.  

On the 5th of December more than a

hundred women survivors from all over the

country came together to express solidarity

and support for one another in what has

become the single largest event for women

victims and survivors in Timor-Leste. During a

workshop the women held small group

discussions and presented their ideas and

strategies to improve their lives.  

Acbit has also premiered two short films,

“Women of Mauchiga” and “Beatriz”, the

former telling the stories of the women from

the Kablaki mountain of Ainaro municipality,

while the latter focuses  on the women in

Kraras, Viqueque. Some women featured in

“Women of Mauchiga”, despite their

advanced age, made the trip to Dili for the

first time in their lives to see the film and

participate at the event.  

Women survivors from Mauchiga, Ainaro

performing their traditional dance during the

nation-wide meeting in Delta Nova, Dili 

Photo by Focus Media  
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On the 7th of December in the building

of the former Balide prison, the group

“Lalerek Mutin” consisting of survivors

and their children performed a play

entitled “Firefly” (Pirilampu) which was

based on a comic book with the similar

title, also compiled by ACbit. The firefly is

a symbol of the women who light up the

darkness. The survivors and their children

performed in front of an audience of at

least 200 people. Many of the spectators

were brought to tears by the

performance learning about the bitter

experiences of the women. ACbit also

launched the above mentioned comic

book and hip-hop song with the same

title, written by Black Jesuz and

commissioned by ACbit to engage

younger audiences with the subject.

Representatives of the government were

also present to express their support.

Finally, on the 20th of December ACbit and Centro

Nacional Chega! organized a panel discussion with

representatives from the government and civil

society on the creation of a trust fund for victims of

the past conflict. The idea of such a trust fund is

among the most important recommendations of the

Chega! Report that could make a significant

difference in victims’ lives. During the course of this

event, ACbit has also launched a storybook “Surviving

in Impunity” which contains stories of women from

four Timorese provinces, Ainaro, Baucau, Bobonaro

and Dili.  

Julio da Costa and Maria Madalena from the Tertil group

during the performance of “Pirilampu” 

Women survivors in the theatre play in the former

Balide prison. 

Adelia Guterres, Maria Manuela Leong Pereira and Maria

Domingas Fernandes Alves launching the  book

“Surviving in Impunity” Photos by Focus Media 
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Fighting for change, we do it too!  
Campaign for the women heroes of Timor-Leste 

This campaign emerged from our

long-felt concern working with women

survivors who continue to experience

extreme difficulties in their fight for

justice. People have forgotten about

them and their plight is ignored by

both the state and the society. All

these women have incredible stories to

tell. Their experiences are a testimony

of survival through sheer strength and

conviction despite of harsh

circumstances.  

ACbit was also hoping to inspire a

discussion on the relationship between

violence against women in the past

and the current atmosphere of

tolerance towards violence against

women in the current context and

consequently contribute to the process

of achieving gender equality. 

For the first time in its existence ACbit has

designed an on-and offline campaign on

social media and the streets of the

Timorese capital. With some help from

Indonesian colleagues ACbit staff prepared

a wide range of materials to share the

stories of the women such as postcards,

billboards, brochures, posters and stickers.

On ACbit’s Facebook site we have also

launched a row of short films and personal

stories of women survivors. The short film

“Women of Mauchiga” was shared 300

hundred times in the course of a few days

and was watched by 15,000 people, many

of whom expressed their admiration and

support: 

“Congratulations

and thank you for

inspiring the women

of Timor-Leste and

young people like

me”
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Long live these women.

Your fight is our

freedom!

Even though the military

treated these women like

animals, it is great to see

them still fighting for

their rights.”
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ACbit has been working together with AJAR, its sister

organization providing support in creating safe spaces

and becoming a bridge between different

organisations, offering technical assistance and using

participatory methods to strengthen survivors and civil

society groups through increasing their understanding

and capacities, to learn from each other and

ultimately to be able to bring change into their lives

and influence government policies that can provide

better conditions for survivors. With these objectives in

mind AJAR has facilitated the visit of 14 women from

Myanmar representing four different organizations:

one consisting on former political prisoners and the

other three various ethnic nationals of the country

(Ta’ang, Karen and Kachin).  

ACbit accompanied the guests to Liquisa and Maliana,

Bobonaro to meet members of the National Victims’

Association as well as the group Nove Nove consisting

of survivors of 1999. The latter shared their experiences

about working together, helping each other and

explained how they have established the group that

provides a safe space to heal wounds, talk about

problems and look for solutions. At the end of the visit,

the women from Myanmar expressed how much they

learned from their Timorese peers and feel stronger to

continue their own fight for equality and recognition. 

Learning from each other – Activists and
survivors from Myanmar visit Timor-Leste

18  

1.Survivors from the Santa Cruz massacre share their stories with the

guests from Myanmar. 2. ACbit staff and the guests from Myanmar in

front of the Resistance Museum in Dili 

Photos by Sergia Aida S. Fatima 



Through the programme “Strengthening women

survivors of violence in Timor-Leste” that ACbit has

been running together with its partners, the National

Victims’ Association, the victims families and local

authorities it facilitated trainings and workshops to

assist women victims and survivors in reclaiming their

agency, accessing social services and obtaining their

rights. A research project conducted by ACbit between

2015 and 2016 has shown that these women still live

among very precarious circumstances: in dilapidated

houses without sanitation, without access to justice

and discriminated against by their own families and

communities.  

For this reason ACbit is set to increase the knowledge

and capacities of survivor groups to utilize the group

centres, develop initiatives together to improve their

living conditions and bring change into their lives as

well as that of their families and communities. In the

course of the activities ACbit facilitated discussion and

reflection on the women’s own coping strategies, their

abilities and also established working groups on a

variety of priority issues such as better education for the

future, trauma healing, improving livelihood, advocacy

and victims’ rights.  

Increasing the capacity of
women victims and survivors 

Last year, in cooperation with IADE ACbit has

organized trainings of micro-finance management in

Dili (with participants from four municipalities Dili,

Baucau, Bobonaro and Ermera), in Aidaba-Leten and

Mauchiga, Ainaro. Other trainings include a leadership

training in Ermera (22 participants), gender justice

training in Mauchiga, Ainaro (53 participants out of

which 23 men) and community organizing in Bibileo,

Vikeke (19 participants). 

ACbit has also been supporting the National Victims’

Association and co-hosted an advocacy and

community organizing training with AJAR for its

members. Equally a result of cooperation with AJAR,

women survivors could take part in two sets of

trainings with Indonesian artists to prepare the

performance of the play “Pirilampu”.  

19  

IADE’s director (Institute for Entrepreneurial Support and

Development), Beatriz A. Dos Santos is facilitating a training

on micro-finance management for survivors and their families

in Atabae, Bobonaro. Photo by Merita Manuela Soares 



Improving the everyday life of survivors 

A study conducted by ACbit uncovered that

women victims of the past conflict still live in

poverty and have limited resources due to the

marginalization and discrimination they face in

their families and communities as well as the loss

of wealth and property they suffered as a

consequence of the occupation. Because of

theses reasons they lack strength to move on and

live among vulnerable circumstances in their

communities. The circumstances are often

aggravated by the fact that there are other family

members, elderly parents and children, they also

have to take care of. 

For this reason ACbit provides various types of

assistance, such as economic support,

accompaniment to and coverage of medical

treatment, regular visits to monitor health and

living conditions, livelihood support to provide for

family members. ACbit aims at tapping into their

already existing skills and capabilities and

improving their health so they are able to work

and reaffirm their independence.  

Last year ACbit has provided support for 107 victims, 46

received economic support, 53 had medical expenses

covered, 3 had their houses renovated and 7 others

received assitances with other issues, such as attaining

missing documents (citizenship certificate). 

The victims supported are coming from all 13

municipalities like Salele and Debos in Cova Lima,

Cassa and Mauchiga in Ainaro, Velaluhu and Turiscai in

Manufahi, Aileu Vila and Aisirimoru in Aileu, Dare and

Dili in Dili, Liquisa Vila and Maubara in Liquisa, Maliana

and Atabae in Bobonaro,  Ermera Vila and Atsabe in

Ermera, Manatuto Vila and Laclo in Manatuto, Lospalos

and Mehara in Lautém, Baucau Vila and Quelicai in

Baucau, Bibileo and Lacluta in Viqueque, Tumin and

Padi-Ae in Oekusi.  

20 

The ACbit team brings supplies for victims in Maubara,

Liquisa in 2017 Photo by Merita Manuela Soares 
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Between 2016 and 2017 ACbit has conducted

two workshops and particpatory action

research to provide the children (today mostly

young adults) with a space to talk and for their

mothers to share their experiences with them.

The first workshop involved an intergenertional

dialogue between the mothers and the

children, while the second focused solely on the

children, their relationship with the past and

hopes for the future. During the second

workshop ACbit has presented the key findings

from the participatory action research project

that concentrated specifically on the children’s

stories and their most urgent needs. In 2017

ACbit has also published a policy paper in two

languages (Tetun and English) which explained

the situation of the children and gave

recommendations to the government on

education, social service assistance and legal

support. Until today ACbit is trying to assist

individual cases, involve them in the

organizations other activities, while some of

them became supporters of ACbit’s work as

volunteers or focal points in the communities. 

When the CAVR commission launched the Chega!

Report, it has also talked about how women who

had become pregnant as a result of sexual violence

they had experienced were made responsible for

their own “misfortune” and were consequently

isolated by their families and communities. This

also had its effect on their children. People bullied

and sometimes completely isolated them. On

many occasions, because these children were born

out of wedlock, the church did not accept them

either, which made it difficult for them to obtain

baptism certificates, citizenship documents and

consequently limited their access to education and

job opportunities. The social and economic

marginalization of their usually single mothers

rendered them incapable of providing the

necessary education for these children. 

““Our dreams are simple, just like

any other young person. Our

dreams are to have a nice house,

to learn how to drive, to go to

university, to swim in a pool. But

we also dream about justice.” 

Children of war – 
invisible victims of the past

Drawing from one of the workshop participants

for the exercise “River of Life” 

Photo by ACbit staff 
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10 -22  March  20 17
Small survey with the children of war in 7

municipalities (Dili, Ermera, Aileu, Maufahi, Vikeke,  

Lautém ho Covalima). 

Participants: Women: 17 Men: 5 

In cooperation with the NVA 

5  Apr i l  20 17   
Talkshow on TV Edukasaun to commemorate the

massacre in São João de Brito church in Liquisa.

Location: studio of the TV Edukasaun San Miguel

Arcanjo, Dili – Comoro. 

Participants: Women (12), Men (8) 

In cooperation with AJAR, NVA, JSMP, HAK, TV-E 

26 -28  Apr i l  20 17

29 -3 1  May  20 17
Workshop to strengthen the women survivors

in the National Victims’ Association and its

partners Location: Dili – Salaun AlFeLa 

Participants: Women: 29  

In cooperation with AJAR ho NVA

20 -2 1  June  20 17
Monitoring the Aisirimou group in Aileu 

Participants: Women (7) 

In cooperation with local authorities 

5  Sep tembe r  20 17

5  Sep tembe r  20 17
Commemoration of the Ave Maria Church

massacre of Suai in Debos, Cova Lima 

In cooperation with Mate Restu and the local

church 

6  Sep tembe r  20 17
Commemoration of the Black

September massacre in Cova Lima 

In cooperation with AJAR, Fokupers,

NVA, the Church, PNTL, Mate Restu

and local authorities 

Talkshow in Radio Cova Taroman in Cova Lima 

Participants: Women (2), Men (2) 

In cooperation with local authorities and 

the group Mate Restu 

26  Ju lhu  20 17
Monitoring the Mauchiga group in Ainaro 

Participants: Women (7), Men (1) 

In cooperation with the NVA and local authorities 

Workshop with children born of sexual violence

committed during the conflict (Presentation of the

survey results). Location: Dili - Salaun HAK 

Participants: Women (15), Men (5) 

In cooperation with MSS, the Catholic Church,

ISMAIK and AJAR 
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9  Sep tembe r  20 17
Commemoration of the massacre in

POLRES Maliana 

In cooperation with AJAR, Fokupers,

NVA, the Church, PNTL, Nove Nove

group and local authorities 

26  Sep tembe r  20 17
Evaluation of the UNTF programme in Bali 

2 -6  Octobe r  20 17
In-house training for ACbit staff and

volunteers to prepare for the campaign

“Luta ba mudansa, ami mos halo”

(Fighting for change, we do it too) 

Participants: Women (10), Men (4) 

In cooperation with AJAR 



1 6 -20  Octobe r  20 17
Theatre workshop and training in Aula HAK 

Participants: Women (18), Men (2) 

In cooperation with NVA, HAK, AJAR 

4  Decembe r  20 17   
Evaluation of the three-year-long UNTF

project in Aula HAK 

Participants: Women (11), Men (1) 

In cooperation with AJAR and NVA 

5  Decembe r  20 17
Workshop, reflection and  

end-line survey in Dili – Delta Nova 

Participants: Women (128), Men (49) 

In cooperation with NVA, SEIGIS, HAK and AJAR 

7  Decembe r  20 17
Theatre performance with women survivors at CNC

(former Balide prison), Dili 

Participants: Women (75), Men (2) 

In cooperation with CNC, SEIGIS, AJAR, HAK,

Fokupers 

20  Decembe r  20 17

To ta l  Pa r t i c i pan t s :  
Women :  363   
Men :  1 20  
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Painting community maps and preparing

memory boxes are part of ACbit’s

participatory action research exercises 

Photo by: Anne-Cécile Esteve 

Workshop and book launch for “Sobrevive iha

Impunidade” (Surviving Impunity) 

Participants: Women (33), Men (43) 

In cooperation with AJAR and NVA 
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Hivos 2017-2018 

Misereor 2017-2018 

Lush 2017-2018 

UNTF 2015-2017 

UNVTF 2015-2018 

MSS 2017 

Civil Society Fund 2017 

Blue Mountains 2017 

AJAR 2017 

UN WOMEN 2018-2019
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Board members: Marilia da Silva Alves, Sisto dos Santos, Galuh Wandita 

Director: Maria Manuela Leong Pereira 

Programme Manager: Maria Fatima Sara dos Reis Afonso 

Operations Manager: Fernando Rasul Soares 

Finance Manager: Nyda Wilsonia Amaral 

Cashier : Lucia Maria Martins 

Bookkeeper: Julieta de Carvalho da Costa 

Project Coordinator: Ana de Vasconselos 

Project Officer: Sergia Aida Santina Fatima 

Project Officer: Julio Correia 

Victims’ Assistence Coordinator: Celestina de Almeida 

Victims’ Assistence Officer: Anina Gonsalves 

Education and Training Coordinator: Sanch da Costa Fernandes 

Education and Training Officer: Merita M. de Araújo 

Volunteer (Information Management): Umbelina Amaral Soares 

Volunteer (Information Management): Lucia Naroman P. de Oliveira 

Volunteer (Communications): Marco Saldanha Viera Branco 

Volunteer (Communications): Silverio B. S. A. da Silva 

Volunteer (Administration): Angela da Costa 

Group photo on the Orange Day to stop violence against women and children 

Photo by Ana de Vasconselos 



Rua Guine, Palapasu 

Motael, Dili – Timor-Leste 

+ 670 7738 2863 

http://chegabaita.org/ 


